8050 GALLON UPRIGHT TANK

NOTE: MUST USE FLEXIBLE CONNECTIONS ALL LOWER SIDDWALL FITTINGS

10'-0" OD TANK
16'-1" OVERALL HEIGHT
15'-9" SHELL LENGTH
14'-4" SHELL LENGTH
END NUB

1'1/2" 11"

REV "A" ADDED LIFTING LUGS & DETAIL BY:JB 8/22/02 CKWM
REV "B" ADDED DIMENSION BY:JB 10/27/03 CKWM
REV "C" REVISED STOCK NUMBER BY:JB 3/19/03 CKKBW
REV "D" ADDED FITTINGS NOTE BY:JB 3/19/03 CKKBW
REV "E" REVISED FOR MOLD MODIFICATIONS BY:JB 3/23/07 CKWM
REV "F" REVISED FOR MOLD MODIFICATIONS BY:JB 6/20/08 CKWM

1/4"=1'-0"
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NOTES:
1. THIS IS A COMPUTER GENERATED DWG. DO NOT REVISE BY HAND.
2. DIMENSIONS WILL VARY ±3% DUE TO VARIATIONS IN MULTIPLE MOLDS & CONDITIONS PREVALENT DURING MANUFACTURE & USAGE.
3. NO MOLDED IN GALLONAGE MARKERS THIS TANK.